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BEDBOX® - USER GUIDE
Here at JetKids®, we love kids, and we love traveling! We want to make the travel experience as comfortable, fun and safe as possible for both parents and kids. Although we feel confident that you will find the BedBox® simple and quite straightforward in use, we want to point out a few important things regarding proper
use.

Pulling/shoulder strap

Push buttons (for removing/opening lid)

Hand strap

Molded imprint for feet support

Swivel wheels for easy maneuvering

• The BedBox® is not a toy and not a scooter. It is primarily a premium hand luggage dimensioned suitcase.
It is possible for a child to sit on, ride on and being pulled on the BedBox®. You will most likely find it easy
in maneuvering, and also very convenient when traveling with kids. It is probably one of the most stable
ride-on suitcases you will find on the market. However, it is important to know that different kids have different activity levels. Some kids will be able to obtain more speed than others, and accidents may occur. The
usage of safety gear should be considered to minimize the risk of any accidents.

• Children that is not able to sit safely and unassisted on their own, should not be allowed to sit on the BedBox®
• The BedBox® is not a Child Restraint Device. The bed/leg rest feature of BedBox® is a comfort feature
that extends the horizontal area of a seat, in the same way as putting a traditional suitcase in front of a
seat, with some pillows on top of it. It shall not used during taxi, takeoff, turbulence or landing. We
recommend using the aircraft seat belt in combination with the usage of the bed/leg rest feature of the
BedBox®.

• All items in an aircraft cabin should be stowed away when instructed to do so by the crew members. This
applies to the BedBox® as well, and we always recommend following the crew members instructions, even
if you don´t agree or understand why.
• Never leave a child unattended using the BedBox® in any way. Remember to always keep your child in
your vicinity.
• Use the BedBox® on smooth and flat surfaces only. Never use the BedBox® in sand or gravel etc.
• Never allow a child to sit or ride on the BedBox® in escalators or stairs.

• The bed/leg rest feature of BedBox® can be used in two ways. Method #2 will work best for the aircraft
seats with the longest seat pitch/distance between seat rows.

Method #1

Method #2

• To secure the BedBox® in place in front of the aircraft seat, use the shoulder/pulling strap for securing the
BedBox® to the aircraft seat structure as on the below photo.

